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HEADNOTES

Aooellate Review Standard - Civil Cases .Abuse of Discretion; Ciyilet9red]]Ie=.]: Ll
Whether to impose Rule 1 1 sanfiions is subject to the trial court's discretion As such, an abuse

of discretion standard is utilized to review lower court decisions that address the propriety of these
sanctions. Such abuses must be unusual and exceptional; an appellate court will not merely substitute
its judgment for that of the trial court. Ehsa v. FSM Dev. Bank, 21 FSM R. 22, 26 lApp 2016l.

Aopellare Review - Standard - Civil Cases - Abuse of Discretion
An abuse of discretion occurs when: 1) the court's decision is clearly unreasonable, arbitrary,
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ot tanciful 21 rhe decision is based on an erroneous conclusion of law; 3) the court.s
clearly erroneous; or 4) the record contains no evidence on which the court ratjonally couldirs decis,on. Ehsa v. FSM Dev. Bank, 2t FSM F. 22,26 lApp.20l6i.

A court determines that a finding is clearly erroneous when, although thete is some evtoence tosupport it, the reviewing court examines aI the evidence and is reft wit; tne oerinite and rrmconvlctlon, that a mistake has been committed. Ehsa v. FS[, Dev. Bank, 2l FSM R. 22,26 lApp.201 6).

In addition to appeals of Rute l Ganction orders being ,"ui"*"d ,nd", un 
"tr"*}of di"*ffi

llii.^ll:.11_l!lill_'-" stand€rd is emptoyed, as opposed to atsessins an attofney,s subjective intent.since rhe underrving reason for imposing nute r 'i sanctions is io o"Li b"i"i"""'""0 t,rvorous firings,an apperrate coun wirr objectivery scrutinize the rower coun's anarysis about the merits of imposing R;re11 sanctions. Ehsa v. FSM Dev. Bank, 2t FSM R. ZZ, ZA"ZI iepp. ZOiAl.- 
- '

Civil Pro.edure - Filings; Cjvil procedure - Sanctio,rs - Rtjie 11
An attorney is duty'bound, in accordance wirh Fure 1 r, to conducr dLre dirrgence before affixinghis or her signature to a document, Under Rule I I , a court must determine wheiher tne document issigned and to the best of the signer,s knowledge, tnformation, and belief, formed atter reasonableInquiry, is well grounded in fact, as well as warranted by law and not interposed for any improperpurpose such as delay or harassment. Ehsa v. FSM Dev. Bank, 2j FSM R. 22,2-t lApO.2016l.

Civil Procedure Sanctions - Rute I 1

_, A reasonabre inquiry entairs an inqLriry that is reasonabre under a! the circumslances. Ehsa v.
FSM Dev. Bank, 21 FSM R. 22, 27 tApp. 2016l.

Civil Procedore - Sanctions Rule 1 l
A courl may decrine to impose Rure 1 1 sanctions for an understandabre mrstake where themjstake is inadvertent. Ehsa v. FSM Dev. Bank, 21 F:SM R. 22,28 lApp.2O1€,.

Civil Procedure - Sandions Rule I1
A sjgnatory's conduct will be examined at the .:ime the relevant document was executed. tt ts

not necessary that an investigation into the facts be carried to the point of certainty. The investigation
need mereiy be reasonable under the circumstances. Etsa v. FSM Dev. Bank, 21 FSM R. 22, 2g lApp.2016).

Aooellqre Review - srandard civir casps - Fa.ruar Fi!!Li[qi; civir procedure - san.trons Rure 1 l
Simply because, when the trial court denied the imposition of Rule 1l sanctrons on the bank,s

attorney, it did not specificariy articurate its reasoning f,rr not imposing Rure 1 1 sanctions on the bank,
does not necessarily imply that due consideratjon was tacking, in t;rms of such a prospect. A tflal
court need not state why h did not consider an issue or {act, it need only make a finding of such
essential facts, as provide for a basis for the decision. Ehsa v. Fslvl Dev. Bank, 21 FSMR.22,28
{App. 2016).

tre nevrew - standard - Ctvit Cases _ Factual Findinos; Civil procedure _ Sanctions _ Bule i 1
When thefe was more than ample evidence that the bank, as well as its attorney, conducted due

diligence and thereby, reasonable inquiry into the documents, signatories, an appellate courl shoutd be
rellctantto substitute itsjudgment for that of the trialjudge. Ehsav. FSN,I Dev. Bank,21 FSMR.22,
28 (App. 2016).

findings are
have based

view-Standard-Civil
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NOGI]ES
Under both the Pohnpeiand FSIM statutes, a notary public has the privileg€ and is authorized to

receive proof and acknowledgments of writings and all copies of ce(ification under his or he' hand 6nd

the notarized seal shall be received as evidence of such transaction. Ehsa v FSM Dev Bank, 21 FSM

R 22, 29 {App. 2016)

Evidence - Ar,thentication; Notaries
Exrinsic evidence of authenticitv, as a condition precedent to admissibility, is not required with

respect to documents accompanied by a certificate of acknowledgment, execut€d by a notary public

in the manner orovided by law. Ehsa v. FSM Dev. Bank, 21 FSM R 22' 29 lApp.2016l

Notaries
Bv virtue of having affixed the notary seal, a notary acknowledges the identity aod signature of

rhe individual who signed the document. This is because the notary receives proof of identitv and

signature before giving his or her impr;matur, as evidenced by the seal Ehsa v. FSM Dev Bank, 21

FSM R. 22, 29 (App. 2016).

Civil Procedure Sanctions Rule 1 1; Notaries
Becognition of a no1arized signature as indicia of reliability, is consistent with the governing

statute{s), the rules of evidence, and case law; thereby meeting the reasonable inquiry requirement set

forth in Rule 11. Ehsa v. FSM Dev. Bank, 21 FSM F 22,29 lApp 2016l

Evidence - Judicial Notice
A judicially noticed fact must be one not subject to reasonable dispute, in that it is either 1)

generally known within the trial court's territorial jurisdiction or 2) capable of accurate and ready

ietermination by reson to sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be qleslioned Ehsa v FSM

Dev. Bank, 21 FSM R. 22, 30 {App 2016).

Eviden.e JudicialNotice
The facl that it was widely known that Philippine immigration stamps were frequently forged,

was capable of accurate and ready determination, by resorting to o{ficial Republic of the Philippines

websites, the veracitv of which cannot be reasonably questioned As such, thal recitation qualified as

a tact, to which iudicial notice could properly be ascribed Ehsa v FSM Dev Bank, 21 FSI\'I R. 22, 30
(App.2016).

COURT'S OPINION

DENNIS K. YAMASE, Chief Justlce:

This appeai stems f.om the October 14,2O14, Odet isslled by the FSM Supreme Coun Trial

Divislon in Civil Action No. 2007-035 (Pon.), which denied the Ehsas' motion that sought the imposition

of Rule 1 1 sanctions againsl the FSNTDB. Appelants seek this Court's review of that decision, alleging

an abuse of discretion on the oan of the trial court, in terms of: (1) a failure to impose sanctions upon

the bank, separale and apart from defense colnsel; (2) its finding that a notarial presumption of

authenticity placated an atto.ney's duty to verify pleadings; and (3) having purpoftedly aJforded judicial

notice to a questionable factual source of information Oral argument was held in Pohnpei on lvay 6'

2016, atwhich only AppeLlee's counsel was heard. Appellant Perdus I Ehsa waived the righl to be

heard at ofal argument and opted to stand on the respective written briefs that had been submitted
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I, BAcKGRoI]No

The Appellanrs {hereinafter referred to as the'Ehsas,,) faled a Motion fo. Rule 11 Sanctions
Against Plaintiff (Appeltee herein, which sha henceiorth be denoted as FSN4DB) on March 30, 2014.
The. affirmation-in support of that filing focused on the exhibits, upon which ihe Comptaint in CivitAction No. 2007-035 were predicated (specificallyi a promissory not", 

"" *"ll as accompanyingguarantees to secure the rerevant roan), craiming these documents were fraudurentry executed, with
respecr to one of lhe original co-defendants, Ellen NIae T. Ehsa. In short, il eventually came to light,
that a srgnatory on the above-mentioned loan instrlrments was actually Ellen T. Ehsa lwho is the wife
of Perdus l. Ehsa and mother of Ellen N4aeT. Ehsa). The mother was th; actual signarory on these loar
documents, although the daughte. was the individuat whom the FSN4DB thought to nave executed thedocuments at tssue,

The lower court case commenced with the filing of a Complaint oo October 25, 2007, naming
Pacrfic Food and Services lnc. {pFS), perdus t. Ehsa, Timakyo L Ehsa and Elten Mae T. Ehsa, as
Defendants, grven a fairure to repav on two roans extended by the FSr\rDB on November 29, r999 {in
the respective amounts of $437,184.38 and SBOO,626.7S) The subject promissory note with FSMDB
named PFS as the "Promisor" and reflected all three individuary named Defendants tnat had sroned off
as guaranrors on rhe obrigation. These rndividually signed guaranties {dated November 30, lggg) were
executed by ihe aforernentioned three Defendants in order to secure the loan,

Grven the Defendants' failure to answer or otherwise respond to the Comptaint, a Default
Ju0gment was entered in favor of FSMDB on December 28, 2007, against all Defendants rn .rhe amountoI 52,414,234.2A. Defendants, Moiion to Set Aside the Entry of Defauh Judgment was Oenred on
[,4arch 7, 2008 and thereafter, th6 FSMDB initiated proceedings to enforce the Judgrnenr.

PFS filed for bankruptcy and therefore the bank's craims against this entity were transferred and
continued in Bankruptcy Case PB No. 001-2009. A:;a result, pFS was removed from the underlvino
case and thus, is not a party to this appeal.

The enforcement actions undertaken by the FSN4DB against the remaining three individua y
named Defendants, as guarantors for the srbject indebtedness, led to this appeat. Almost two years
tollowing the triar coLrrt's denial of Defendants' moton to set aside, counsel for the Defendant Ellen
lMae T Ehsa (on January 26, 2010), sent a commun carion to the artention of the FstvlDB,s counsel,
maintaining that this Defendant (also referred ro as the "daughter") had been off-isrand at rhe time the
roan 0ocuments were executed, making it impossible for her 10 have signed it, This message
addhionally contained an affidavit from the daughter, along whh a reproduction or ner passpon,
reflecting depanure and arrival stamps during the r.,levant time frame, which would contradict any
representation by the bank's notary that the subjec-: documents were signed by her in the notary,s

The gravamen of rhe present appeal centers ol the faiture of the FSMDB to investjgate such a
claim, opting instead, to fjle a Motion {or an Order in Aid of Judgment on February 1 ?, 20l0, with
regard to the daughter, We note that the bank's in-house notary had since passed away at the tjme
oi this filing. Thereafter, the daughter's counsel, cn July 22,20j0, fjled a Motion 10 Vacate the
Judgment entered against the daughter. In response, FSMDBfiledan Opposition on August 2,2010j
which intet alia, questioned the authenticity of the daughter,s passport stamps, which showed he.
absence at the time the relevant loan documents were executed,

On August 13 2010, the daughter's attorney sent a {oltow,up correspondence to the bank,s
counsel, reiterating the daughter was not involvecJ, jn any way with the underlying loan, stnce sne was
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not even present in Pohnpeiwhen the loan documents were execoted. The very same day, a Reply to
the August 2nd Opposition was filed, that qu€stioned the bank's reluctanc6, to eith€r confirm or deny
the accuracy of its notary, pertaining to the corroboration of the daughter's identity, As noted above,
this panicular in-house notary had since passed away and therefore the bank was effectively stymied,
in terms of confirming the notarized siqnature at the time of execution,

Although the daughter never disputed the bank's characterization of the passport stamps as
purportedly unauthentic, in the wake of FSMDB's claim that the daughter's passport stamps were
tantamount to "inadmissible incompetent evidence," denoting her absence at the time the loan
documents were signed, the daughter's counsel produced a binh ceni{icate (on or about October 5,
201 1) which reflected that the daughter had given birth in the Philippines during the time in question.
Upon receipt of this certified document, FSMDB (on October 11, 201 1) withdrew its Opposilion to the
daughter's Motion to Vacale the Jirdgment entered against her and on October 12th, this pa(y was
dismissed individually, from the underlying matter.

B,

ll. lssuEs oN APPEAL

"Whelher the rrial coun's failure to adjudicate the FSMDB's separate lRule 1 1l individual liability
as a 'represenled party,' by focusing solely on the sanction liability of the Bank's atlorney
constitutes reversible error on appeal?"

"Did rhe trial court commit reversible error in holding that a notarial presumption of authenticity
satisfied the Rule 11 requirement that'to the best of the signer's knowledge, information and
belief formed after reasonable inquiry it is well grounded in fact and is warranted by existing law
...' as the validity ot un-relracted, uncorrected, false complaint factual conlent and falsified
promissory nore and guaranty signat!res, which originared whh the Bank itself?"

"Was it reversible error for the court below to base a dispositive provision of its Order, lpon a

facrual observation o{ freqlrently forged Philippine visas unsupported by the record and not
subject to judicial notice?"

1ll. STANoARD oF BEVIEW

Whether to impose Rule 11 sanctions is subject to the trialcourt's discretion, Assuch,anabuse
of discretion standard is ulilized to review lower court decisions that have addressed the propriety of
this measure of castigation,

Such abuses must be unusual and exceptional; an appellate court will not merely substitute ils
judgment for thar of the t.ial court. Siminav. Kimeuo, 16 FSM R.616,619 (App.2009). An abuse
of discretion occurs whenr (1) the court's decision is clearly unreasonable, arbitrary or {anciful; (2) the
decision is based on an erroneous conclusion of law; {3) the court's findinqs are clearly erroneous; or
(4)rhe record contains no evidence on which the coun rationa ly could have based its decision. Althur
v. FSIV Dev. Bank, 16 FSM R.653,657-58 (App. 2009). A coult determines that a {inding is "clearly
erroneous" when, allhough there is some evidence to support it, the reviewing court examines all lhe
evidence and is left with the definite and firm conviction, that a rnistake has been committed. Poll v
Vrqor, 8 FSM R. 235, 239 {Po1. 2012r.

In addition 'to appeals of Rule 'l 'l sanction orders being reviewed under an abuse of discretion
standard, an objective standard is employed, as opposed to assessing an attorney's subjective intent.
Damarlane v. Pohnoei Transp. Auth., 18 FSM R. 366, 372 (App. 201 2); FSM Dpv. Bank v. Adams, 14
FSI\,I R. 234, 245'46 (App. 2006). Since the underlying reason for imposing Rule 11 sanctions is to
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deter baseless and frivoloirs filings, Ehsa v. pohnoei port Auth., 14 FSM R. 4g1 , 486 (pon. 2006), this
coun will objectively scrutinize the rower court's anarysis, with respect to the merits of imposing Fure
1 1 sanctions. The subject compraint, in juxtaposition to the executed loan doc!ments uDon which it
was lodged, will be analyzed in an effort to determine whether reasonable inquiry was undertaken by
both the FSMDB and its counsel, in terms o{ the pleading which named rhe daughter individually as a
Party-defendant,

Rule |1 Sanctians

ll) The rcquilement that rcasonable inquitv be conducted

An attorney is duty"bound, in accordance with Rule 1 1, to conduct due ditigence before affixing
hls/her signatufe to a document, Under Rule 1'1, a court must determine whether rne document rs
signed and to the best of the signer,s knowledge, information and belief, form€d atter reasonable
inquiry, wellgrounded in fact, as well as warranted by law and not interposed for any improper pu.pose
such as deray or harassment. Damarlan€, l8FSM R. at372. The Ehsas claim th€ trial court,s ruling
was limited to the bank's attorney, however a similar Rule 11 analysis is required to determine th;
a leged culpability of FSMDB {as a represented party), with respect to having mistakenly identified the
daughter as the signatory on the toan documents. Amavo v. MJ Co., 14 FS[4 R. 35S. 362 {pon
2006), found that when a paper is signed in violaton of Rule 11, the court must imDose uoon the
person who signed it, a represented party or both, an appropriate sanction,

The trial court's October 'i4, 2014 atdet, denying Rute .t I sanctions, notedl

The parlies now agree that the signatures on the notes and guaranty were actually
those of Ellen T. Ehsa, Perdus Ehsa's wife and mother of Ellen Mae T. Ehsa {now Ellen
Mae Manlapaz). The bank suggests that because the similarjty of the names. bank
personnel accidentally obtained the wrong person,s signatuae on the Joan documents.

IFSM Dev. Bank v. Ehsa, 19 FSI\4 R. 579, 581 n.1 (pon. 2Ot4).1 Neverthetess, as noted above, this
mistaken identity was not brougbt to the fore, until a missive lclaiming the daughier had been absent
at the time the loan documents were executed), was lispatched to the attention of FSMDB,s attorney
on January 26, 2010. This Coun notes that almost t\ /o years elapsed since the relevant complaint had
been filed and durjng this entire time frame, the misplaced identity of daughter, as the individual who
had signed the loan documents, was never broached b/ the Ehsas. Furthermore, following entryofthe
default judgment, the daughter promptly responded :o lelters forwarded to her from the bank, which
requested a personal financial statement, along with existing liabjlities.

The October 14th order addhionally cited the decision in Stride Rite Children,s Grouo Inc. v.
SlsSeI 703 N.Y.S.2d 642, 643 {N.Y. Sup. Ct. App. Div. 2000), that stated: "Until a oanv nas become
aware of operatlve facts to discover the signature mny have been forged, that party is entitled to rely
upon the authenticity of lthe] notarized sjgnatLrre.,' A reasonable inquiry enrails an inqujry thar is
reasonable under allthe circumstances ln re Sanction of Berman, T FSM R. 654, 6b6-57 lApp. 1996).

The reasonable inquiry conducted by both the F:jMDB and its attorney, consisted oJ the fo owing
undedying facts, in order to substantiate the Complaint, which named the daughter as a parry-
defendant:

the authenticated signature of the daughter on the toan documents, by not onty the bank,s in-
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ho!se notary, but another outside notary, who had notarized one of lhe guaranlies;

although erroneously notarizing the signature of the mother, for that of the daughter, the names
were virtually identical, coupled with the fact that the signature card on file with the bank for
the daughter reJlected her handwriting when she was an adolescent (twelve years of age); thus
it was lnderstandable how an allowance could be made by the notaries, given the stylistic
change in the signature at the time the relevant documents were executed {i,e, when the
daughter was twentyJive years old)i

as previously mentioned, the daughter never voiced any paotest to the lower co!rt proceedings
(r.e. there was no claim of mistaken identjiication) until nearly two years had passed since the
Complaint was filed; thereby supporting the bank's perception that she was the signatory and

the Ehsas were similarly remiss, as far as never disputing the mistaken identification du.ing this
same rntervat.

The above-mentioned operative facts at the disposal of the FSMDB and counsel, when the
Complaint was filed joining the daughter named as a Defendant, lend credence to the erroneous
identification having been altributable to an understandable mistake. A court may also decline to
lmpose Rule ll sanctions where the mistake is inadvertent. Bafanski v. Serhant, 1OGF.R.D.247,254
(N.D. Ir. 1985).

Furthermore, Amavo v. MJ Co., 14 FSI\4 R. 355, 363 (Pon. 2006) held, that the conduct of a
signarory wlll be examined at the time the relevant document was executed. In speaking to an issue
regarding evidentiary support for factual contentions contained wi\hin intet alia, pleadings, ES&LSqqial
Sec. Admin. v. Weilbacher, 17 FSM R. 217 (Kos. 2010) noted: "United States practice[,] underthe
version of Rule 1 1 most sirniar to our ownl,l addresses the idea of 'well gro!nded in fact"' and quoted
Kraemer v. Grant Countv, 892 F. 2d 686, 689 (7th Cir. 1990), for the proposition: r"lt is not necessary
that an investigation into the facts be caried to the point of ceftainty. The investigation need merely
be reasonable under the circurnstances.""iT FSN,4 R. at 224.

Despite the fact, that when a paper is signed in vioiation of Rule 11, a court must impose
sanctions upon the person who signed it, a represented paity or both, an appropriate sanction,
Damarlane, 1B FSM R. at 372, we conclude that reasonable inquiry was dutifully undertaken by rhe
bank's attorney, as well as FSMDB, Although the trial court's October 14, 2014 Order did not
specifically address lhe prop.iety of imposing Rule 1 1 sanctions upon the bank, as a represented party,
the mistaken identification can safely be consideredr inadvertent. See Baranski, 106 F.R.D. at 250,

This unintentional mistake concerning the identity of the signatory can be attributed 10 the
s mrlarity of the mother and daughter's names and the absence of any objection having been proffered
by either the daughler or Ehsas for an inordinate length of time. Furthermore, simply because the trial
co!rt did not specifically artculate its reasoning, with regard 10 the lack of merit, in terms of not
imposing Rule 'l I sanctions on the bank, does nol necessarily imply that due consideration was lacking,
in terms of such a prospect. A trial court need not state why it did not consider an issue or fact, it
need only make a finding of slrch essential facts, as provide for a basis for the decision. Kimeuo, 16
FSM R. at 622.

In sum, as there was more than ample evidence that FSI\4D8, as well as its attorney, conducted
due diligence and thereby, reasonable inquiry, pertaining to the signatories on the loan documents, upon
which the underlying Complaint was predicated. Accofdingly, an appellate court should be reluctant
to substitute its judgment for that ofthe trialjudge. Barrettv. Chuuk, 16 FSIM R.229 (App.2009).
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l2l Recognized Authenticity ol a Notatized Signaturc

Within the trial cou.t's October 14, 2014 otdet, the tldge opinedr ,,Genera y, a notarized
srgnature is presurred to be authentic." IEbsa, 19 FSI\,j F. at 5g1 .l rhe Ehsas contend that the trial
coun's assessment, that a notarized signature was presumed to have authenticated the identity of the
signalory and thereby ptacated the duty, under Rule 1 1, to conduct reasonable inquiry, constituted

10, as well as 32
receive proof and
the notarized seal

In addition, FSM Evidence Rule 902, providesr "Extrjnsic evidence of authentic;ty[,] as a
condjtion precedent to admissibilityl,l is not required with respect to the following: (8)
Acknowledged documents. Documents accompanied by a certificate of acknowledgement[,] executed
In the manner provided by tawl,l by a notary public . . . .,,

Case law also supports the trial court,s reasoning, with respect to this issue. In re philtip, 1l
FSM R. 243 (Kos. S. Ct. Tr 2002) ls consistent with the conctusjon reachecl by the trial Judge below,
where the Phillip court found, that by virtue of having affixed the notary seal, a notary acknowledges
the identity and signature of the individual who signed the document. This is because the notary
receives proof of identity and signature before giving his or her imprimaiur, as evidenced by the sear.
ld. ar 245.

Pererv. Jessv, 17 FSM R. 163, 173(Chk.S.Crt App.2OtO) followed the tead of phi io, asfar
as recogni? ng/ that under FS[,4 Evidence Fule g)2l9l, prima facie authenticity is extended, as long as
the proffered document is accompanied by a cenificate of acknowledgment under the seal o{ the notarypublic. As there is no clairn by the Ehsas that the relevant notarized loan documents tacked the
requisite certificate of acknowledgment, in terms of having the seal of the nolary aJfixed thereto, this
is not in issLle and therefore, authenticity was properly recognized by the taial courr,

In sum, the trial Coult's recognition of the notarjzed signature of the daughter, as indicia of
reliability, was consonant with the governing statue{s), rules of evidence and case taw; therebv
meeting the reasonable inquiry requirement set forth in Bule l,l,

l3l Prcpet subject mattet fot Judicial Notice

The Ehsas maintain the trial couft erred in ascribing judicial notice to the questionable
authenticity of Philippine passport stamps, whjch vr'as unsupported by the record and thar sucb a
dispositive provision of its Order denying Rule I i sanctions, was tantamount to reversible er.or, The
subjecr language employed by the trial court in th€ October 14,2014 Odet, to whjch the Ehsas
challenge, srared: "When [the daughred first moved to vacate lhe judgmenl against her, the bank
opposed the motion on the ground, that it was time-tarred and distrusted the copies of the philippine
passportl,l since they were not authenticated and jr was widely known that philippjne immigration
stamps were frequenrly {orged." IEhSa, 19 FSN, R. at 582.1

The Ehsas characterization that the fiiai courr,s reference to wit: '.jt was wid€ly known that
Phiippine immigration stamps were frequently forged,', as outside the record and therefore, an imoroDer
subject, to which judicial notice coutd be propedy raken, implies rhar such a recitation was sotely
atlnbutable to the beoch. This language howevef, wassimplya reference bythetrial courtjudgeto
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an argument marshaled by the bank's attorney, wkhin its August 2, 2010 Opposition to the daughter's
Motion to Vacate. Assuming arguerdo, that the trial coun's language constituted judicial notice, it was
clearly part of the record and the relevant commentary by the trial court, nol improper,

Concerning the propriety of the substantive content oJ the langLrage in issue, in terms of whether
the trial court's reference could be afforded judicial notice, FSN4 Rule of Evidence 201{b)(2) is on point.
Rule 201(b) sets fonhi "Kinds of Facts. A judicially noticed fact must be one not subject to reasonable
disputef,] in that it is either (1) generally known within the territorial jurisdiclion of the trial cour'! or (2)
capable o{ accurate and ready determination by resort to sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably
be questioned. "

A caveat, regarding a pervasive problem associated with immigration stamps having been Jorged,
rs denoted on numerous official websites of the Philippines (including /hrer arra, the BureaLr of
lmmigration for the Republlc of the Philippines, as well as the Philippine Embassy). Accordingiy, if the
rrial court's subject reference wirhin the October 14, 2014 Order is consrrued as having taken judicial
notice, the accuracy of the above-mentioned sources are certainly credible aod therefore come within
the ambit of FSlvl Evidence Rule 2011b){2).

In sum, should the trial judge's comments, fo wlrt "it was widely known that PhiJippine
immigration stamps were frequently forged," be interpreted as having been judicial notice, y/s a v/s
reference to an argumenl proffered by the bank's attorney, this fact was capable of accurate and ready
determination, by resorting to official websites sponsored by the Republic of the Philippinesj the
veracity of which cannot be reasonably questioned. FSM v Suzuki, 17 FSM R. 70, 74 {Chk.2010).
As such, the subject matter of such a recitation qualified as a fact, to which judicial notice could
properly be ascribed.

V. CoNCLUsroN

Although the trial court judge did not specifically articulate the merits of imposing Rule 11
sanctions on FSMDB, separate and apart from its consideration relative to the bank's attorney, the
absence of such specific reference hardly porlends thar the lower court neglected to dutifully consider
this possibility. Notwithstanding the mistaken rdentification with respect to the signatory on the loan
documents, upon which thls Complaint was predicated, the trial court properly denied the motion
seeking Rule l1 sanctions, as it found reasonable inquiry had been conducted by both the bank and its

Likewise, Pohnpei and FSM statules governing the authoritative quality attendant to a notary's
signature, along with FSM Rule of Evidence 201{b){2i, and case law, support the p ma facie
authenticity of a notarial signature, As a resuh, the trial court's reliance on such presumptive /rdlc/ia
of authorily was proper,

Finally, the language contained in rhe 0rder denying Rule 1l sanctions, concerning the
widespread knowledge of Philippine immigration stamps ffequently being forged, was merely a
reference to this averment made by the bank's attorney (and therefore part and parcel of the
record).Even if this commentary was construed as hav;ng afforded judicial notice, its veracity can be
ascertained on official websites created by the Republic of the Philippines and thereforer pursuant 10
FSlvl Evidence Rule 201(b), constitutes a fact which is capable of "accurate and ready determination,"
and thus, properly entitled to judicial notice.

In sum, given the operative facts available to bolh the bank and its counsel, reasonable inquiry
was dutifully undertaken at the time the complaint was lodged, as the mistaken identification of the
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signalory on the underlying loan documents, was understandable given the similarity of names and
thus, inadvertent. Furthermore, the reluctance of FSMDB, to confirm the iegitimacy o{ the immigration
stamps on the dalghter's tendered passport, which revealed the daughter,s absence wnen tnese
securly Instruments were execuled/ does not run afoul of the d!!y under R!le 11, concerning due
diligence. Once FSMDB was in receipt of a certified birth cerrificate, reflecting the daughter had given
birth off-island at the time in question, it withdrew its opposition to a [,4otron to vacate the respective
Judgment which had been entered against this Defendant and she was dismissed from the acrion. In
view of the inherent 6utheniicity of the daughter's notarized signature, arong with a possibiriry that the
immigration stamps could have been falsified, the findings of the vial court's conclusions were orooer
and in keeping with the reasonabre inquiry conducted by both FSIMDB and its attorn€y, its decision not
to impose Rule 11 sanctions will remain undislurbed.

Accordingly, the trial court's decision denyjng Defendants, (Appe ants herejnl Motjon ior Rute
11 sanctions, is hereby AFFIFMED,

FSM SUPRE]\IE COURT TRIAL DIVISION
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